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.. 0. Signal Corps demonstrated radar that could do began experimenting with a near infrared (NIR) this and "see" through clouds and weather, the image tube viewer for driving vehicles. Because effort was redirected toward other night vision the image tubes and optics were so large, a "Z" applications. The 60-inch searchlight was configuration was used for better balance (Figure mounted on a truck and used for battlefield 1). Since they were not very practical, an NIR illumination ( Figure 3 ). sniperscope was developed (Figure 2) and this was followed in the 1950s with a family of NIR In the early 1950s, ERDL had three Night Vision systems, including tank periscopes, organizations %kith each competitively marketing
In 1954, Oscar named Ben Goldberg as Chief of the Night Vision Equipment Branch with both searchlight and NIR responsibilities. Don Looft was Chief of the NIR section responsible for system development and production. John Bartelt was Chief of the Illumination section, but 3 it was absorbed into the NIR section within a * little more than a year, which settled one of the internal conflicts. Oscar had the vision to establish a research program for this branch and I was hired as Chief I its own technology: visible illumination, NIR, of the Research & Photometric section. Oscar and FIR. The searchlight people argued that wasn't sure whether the research effort would their solution was the best since it illuminated survive, but he knew there would always be the battlefield and the soldiers were not encumsearchlights to photometer. bered with electro-optical devices. NIR people FIR, which was under Dr. Werner Weihe, was argued that the enemy could see the search-FR hc a ne r enrWie a lights, but that their system was invisible to the separate and still in competition with the promise unaided eye. FIR people argued that their of the ultimate passive system that was just unai e . F peompley passved tand wheir around the corner if detector and window probsystem was completely passive and would be lems could be solved. Charles F. Cashell, available in just a few years. They fought each Oscar's technical assistant, was outstanding with other in budget battles at the Pentagon. There the details of technical specifications and conwas no systems integration plan defining the tedtiso ehia pcfctosadcn system that would best suit the Army's needs.
tracts. sources; and Earl and SGT Sayer, the techniConcurrent Engineering cians. There were no laboratory facilities, just space in the old 60-inch mirror coating facility, Don Looft was responsible for both equipment Building 327, where the plating tanks had been development and production. We had "concurleft in place and covered with decking. We had rent engineering", but in 1957, ERDL consolia budget of $200,000 (about $950,000 in 1991 dated all the different production engineering dollars) to cover salaries, contracts, laboratory activities of Night Vision, Electric Power, equipment, and all other expenses. Thus, we Bridging, and Combat Engineer Vehicles, etc., were forced to plan in order to make every into the Applications Engineering dcpartment. dollar count. We practiced "zero-based budgetThis was done to "standardize the size of arrow 3 ing" before it became fashionable. heads and drawings," and "improve the quality of production documents." Such standardizaOur focus was to conduct research that would tion could have been legislated and monitored pay off with most benefit to the soldier in the from a staff position, but there was no way to field -not "basic research," not "the making of legislate and monitor critical technology intera better image tube," nor the desire to "be changes.
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recognized as the best laboratory." Our emphasis was on the individual soldier while others The organizational and physical separation concentrated on large weapon systems. This destroyed communication and coordinated distinction established the foundation for all that planning between development and production. followed.
At first, Night Vision production engineers and their activities kept in touch because Don Looft Night Vision Objective transferred to be the Branch Chief for Electrical Products in this new department, but this inforOur basic Night Vision objective was: "... the mal relationship was soon lost when Don transConquest of Darkness so that the individual ferred to be Chief of the Electric Power Resoldier can observe, move, fight, and work at search and Development branch. We lost the night by using an image that he can interpret benefits of mutual support. without specialist training and to which he can immediately respond."
1954 -1957
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The soldier had several problems with the NIR Cascade Image Tube equipment: each piece weighed too much; * Richard Stoudenheimer, RCA range was limited; and it was detectable by the * Al Sommer, RCA enemy. Our research objectives were to increase image tube sensitivity and develop a
The Germans had worked on a cascade image source better matched to the NIR to reduce tube in World War II. Based on an analysis by battery weight. Approaches were to improve John Johnson in 1953, this was the best apthe S-1 infrared photocathode, find an electroproach. optical design to give more gain, and replace the carbon arc and tungsten sources with something A contract was awarded to RCA for research on more efficient. Cost was an issue because large an NIR, two-stage cascade image tube (Figure quantities were needed. Research was done by 4). Dick Stoudenheimer, RCA, used a thin glass contract; components were tested, prototype window between two image tubes, and because systems were designed and built in house, and the S-I NIR photocathode was difficult to make, Advanced and Engineering Development we let him use a visible photocathode in early Systems were done on contract.
experiments. He used the new multialkali 
Although the two-stage cascade tube proved the feasibility of image intensifiers for military use, there were problems. The gain was limited and the output image upside down. Optical inversion added unacceptable weight. A third elec-I trostatic stage gave more gain and reinverted the image, but the tube grew to 17 inchez long and 3.5 inches in diameter to maintain adequate I edge resolution. It proved the practicality of image intensification (Figure 7 ). Yield was low because all three stages had to be built into a formed. AEC also supported the development of this three-stage tube. A viewer was made Plans were immediately readjusted. Objectives using this tube and became the work horse for shifted from a better NIR system to exploiting early demonstrations (Figure 8 ). However, it image intensification because it better suited the was too big for military applications. 
Bendix, Baltimore
Intensifier Tube
Other techniques for image intensification were also investigated in order to find a shorter tube.
ITT worked on a magnetic focused image converter tube. An early attempt with a demagnification tube did not produce enough gain ( Figure 9 ). Westinghouse tried a thin film secondary emission tube with magnetic focus (Figure 10 
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John talked to Will and peaked his interest. He light glide angle indicator to establish went on to became one of the keys to the sucsafe landing approach for aircraft cess of the Night Vision program. Will began 2) 30-inch carbon arc searchlight ( Figure   I as a truly small business, operating out of his 12) to replace the 60-inch searchlight garage, pulling the glass fibers by winding them 3) NIR/visible tank kit consisting of: around a drum attached to the axle of a jacked--Tungsten searchlight with NIR shutup car. First, Will proved that he could make ters to change from visible to NIR the fiber-optics vacuum tight. Then, Johnny ( Figure 13 
of line-pairs across a target for detection, orienfuture events. He made a photocathode in a tation, recognition, and identification (Figure glass bulb, tested it, inserted it in a telescope, 19). It provided the basis for all our research evacuated the chamber containing the bulb and
and development activities, photographic film, and broke the bulb to allow the photoelectrons to impinge onto photographic film. He lost the vacuum when he changed the film and had to replace the photocathode frequently, but he had overcome the poor yield Sproblem caused by photocathode uncertainties -. ____ a good idea for future use. Headquarters who provided support and kept the real significance of his work was not recognized books well into the late 1960s. His until almost five years later and is recognized as noninterference support was a major factor in the Johnson Criteria, which have been widely our success. Those in charge of the R&D used ever since.
budget deserve a lot of credit for supporting I 8I I I these night vision efforts although they did not Mike Klein and Jim Parton took the Image actually support the Corps main line of activity, Intensifier Orthicon system to Mount Palomar e.g., combat vehicles, bridging, and electric for Bill Baum to try on the 36-inch telescope. power. Further, they supported us in constant One of the astronomers remarked that they had battles with the Ordnance Corps, who tried to accumulated more data in that one night than in stop our "fire control" activity, and with the three months using conventional methods. Signal Corps, who tried to stop our "electronics" activity.
Now that the budget had been increased, we brought the community together and took stock 1958 -1960 of the state of the art in image intensifiers. We held the first Image Intensifier Symposium on By 1960, the Branch had 32 stars, the founda-6-7 October 1958. In addition to the industrial tion for the development of the image intensifier tube developers, there were papers on: families of Night Vision equipment and searchlights ( Table 1) . Astronomy The Night Vision Team Since Army funding was limited, we became entrepreneurs and convinced scientists in other
The Branch learned to work as a team. The organizations to invest in our contracts. From individual stars came together by recognizing 1954 to 1957, we received more money from and relying on each other's talents. They develthe Air Force, Navy, AEC, astronomers, and oped mutual respect and interdependence, which others than we did from the Army. We manmade for an unbeatable team. Each participated aged the contracts and distributed copies of the and contributed to the overall goal. This is now intensifier tube research to the sponsors.
called "high performance work environment."
There were a lot of informal strategy sessions.
To have objective testing and provide technical The needs were still considerably bigger than feedback, the Systems Evaluation section was the new budget. Planning was done by those formed under Jack Hildreth. Jack's team of n responsible for the work, and plans were drawn experts were able to evaluate the systems from a on the blackboard and flip charts. There were soldiers' and TECOM point of view. They also no formally documented plans, but all knew provided essential design assistance to the where we were going and how their efforts fit developers and technology objectives to the into the big picture. All were dedicated and true researchers. The Systems Evaluation people believers in our product being of key benefit to developed excellent relationships with the users the soldier.
in the field and supported many exercises as well as activities in Vietnam and other critical Another key activity was frequent night demonoperational areas. This kept the Branch in tune strations and field tests in which all participated.
with the needs of the soldier. We spent that weekend laying out our plan.
STARLIGNT SCOPE, SMALL NANOHELD N INDIVIDUAL
Although there were no formal military docu-WEAPON MOUNTED IsT GENERATION ments to support this effort, this was not a serious handicap since we had been well indoctrinated into the soldier s needs (Figure 20) . 
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There would be a Night Observation Device, to five years later (Figure 24 ). This family was Medium Range (Figure 23) , that would be illustrated by the use of white wooden models. passive and use a 40 mm cascade intensifier
The second generation, Small Starlight Scope, tube. A viewer with the same type tube but with was smaller, lighter, and provided the desired an NIR photocathode and light source would be viewing range (Figure 25) . Similarly, there was used for the Night Observation Device, Long a second-generation starlight scope for crew Range.
served weapons. Using the same tube, there were also Hand-Held Starlight Binoculars Simultaneously, there would be research to (Figure 26 ) and second-generation Night Obsersolve the problems that would allow smaller, vation Devices, Medium and Long Ranges lighter, and better systems; hence, the second (Figure 27 ). 
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Vision Goggles (Figure 28 ), which could be used for driving and many other tasks. Al- Figure 28 . though helicopters had been flown experimenSecond tally with the old NIR helmet-mounted binocuGeneration lars, restrictions made it impractical. These Night Vision passive goggles would provide this capability Goggles under high levels of illumination. It would take another generation photocathode to really make the use of the goggles widespread for aircraft night operations. Simultaneously, there was to be research that would lead to a third generation of night vision devices. Sthis big of an impact, I thought it wise to go through channels to let everyone know what I A few of the key officers were in the room when was about to tell LTG Trudeau.
I briefed LTG Trudeau. After he heard our three generation plan, he asked for comments Mr. Cleaver thought it impossible, but let me go and everyone agreed that we should be supon to the Corps of Engineers Headquarters. Mr.
ported. He agreed but said that because of his Bill New, Chief Scientist, thought that I was out reprogramming limits he could only add $5 on cloud nine, but he let me go on without any million to our $1.6 million budget for FY62.
E
changes. At OCRD, I found myself alone with COL Schraeder and a room full of generals and Since it would take some time to reprogram colonels assembled for my presentation. Afterfunds, he instructed us to go ahead and start the ward, they could not understand why we had not paperwork for the new contracts and he would been supported all along, have the funding to us by the time the contracts *I I were ready to go on the street. COL Blackburn, The success of the Image Intensifier program Special Forces promised to get us $1 million the was due to the contributions of many stars, both next week and he did.
in house and on contract (see Table 3 ). were also at Machlett. Sam is certainly one of the stars responsible for the success of the first generation.
Even though the production engineers had been separated from us, we were still concerned about the producibility of our product. In the conventional way of making image tubes, all the parts were assembled and evacuated, and then the three photocathodes were formed by evaporating the elements onto the three photocathode face plates. This is called a photocathode internally processed (PIP) tube (Figure 29 ). If any of the photocathodes failed, the tube was srapped or disassembled with loss of parts.
Figure 30. EPIC Image Intensifier Tube
Other Stars
The first generation family was developed * Ledge Kastner, LK Engineering within approximately two years. It provided the interim capability needed until the improved There were many problems to be solved and second generation family was developed. many contractors made key contributions. For
Following are the in-house stars responsible for example, although the tube was a success when establishing the requirements and directing the operated with a laboratory power supply, there contract efforts. was a major problem when it was connected to a small power supply from a military viewer.
Charlie Charlton and Bob Uhler developed the There could be no voltage across the fiber-optic Small Starlight Scope (SSS) (Figure 31 Freeman's organization with particular accoBob Stone deserves special credit for adapting a lades to Isadore Kessler, Grady Stowe, and Carl bathroom plunger flap idea to the eye shield Hoover. used on all image intensifier systems to block out the light from the phosphor until the flap is Light Sources opened by pressing it in by the forehead.
* on perfection and setting high standards.
The searchlight was an approved requirement Transition from Development to Production for the M60 tank and although COL Birney,
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Project Manager, didn't agree with having a As we neared completion of development of the searchlight on the tank, he always believed in first generation image intensifier systems in strict adherence to requirements. The lamp had 1964, one of my major concerns was how to get to start at -65' F from 18 to 24V. The low the Application Engineering department on voltage was required for "silent watch" with the board and push this new family of systems into engine not running. Of course, if the searchlight production. Since 1957, it had grown apart was operated for any length of time, they would from the development activity. While we were never be able to start the tank engine. Then, it developing this new family of passive image 3 had to stand fording under five feet of water intensifiers, they were working on product with a five-knot current. We eventually solved improvements to the NIR weapon sight, which these problems and passed the tests, but there would soon be obsolete. I could not get their n were numerous failures with other parts of the attention focused on the new problems that they * Professor Lallemand Since it was presumptious to tell AMC who to appoint, my name was left out of the letter.
As planned, while developing the first generaSince AMC only had "Project Managers," they tion family, research was being conducted on thought the title "Program Manager" was used the second generation components. attempted to make channel image intensifiers we needed to introduce this first generation but they were not practical. The channels had to family into Vietnam and create a distribution be small and closely spaced so as to retain the and logistics system to support it.
image resolution ( Figure 37 ). Again, John Johnson had the idea and Will Hicks executed The first generation was conceived just for such it. John conceived that if the fiber cores could an eventuality as Vietnam. Although the equipbe etched out of a fiber-optic plate, the result ment was heavier and bigger than ultimately would be a plate of microchannels that would be desired, it performed better than advertised. It small enough to retain image resolution (Figure has been credited along with the helicopter as 38). How to get the secondary emission matehaving a major effect on the way war is fought.
rial on the walls of the microchannels was a It "took the night away from Charlie." During problem for the future. When Johnny asked my visit to Vietnam, many comments were Will if it could be done, Will didn't see why not. heard on how many lives this Night Vision When he returned in a couple of weeks, he had equipment had saved by allowing our troops to done it but could not clean out the residue left observe the Viet Cong operation at night. It not on the channel walls. Fortunately, this residue only eliminated surprise attacks, but enabled our had secondary emission properties. Of course, troops to take preemptive actions.
there was a lot more work to do to optimize the microchannel, but it showed that we were on the The next issue was how to make an image tube with a microchannel in it. We wanted a wafer tube with only a small gap between the microchannel plate and the photocathode on one end and the phosphor screen on the other (Figi ure 39). However, standard fabrication of image tubes with photocathodes internally processed was not feasible. For the microchannel tube, it was essential to use the external processing technique that Professor Lallemand had shown me in 1958, and that had been perfected by Machlett Laboratories for the first-generation EPIC tube. 
transfer to become Director of the CS&TA FIR; Dr. Georg Hass, physics research -thin Laboratory, which was part of the Electronics film technology; Bucky, the advanced developCommand (ECOM). They also directed that a ment component activity. Ed led the systems I study be made of how Night Vision and development activity that interfaced with the CS&TA should be managed.
user and used whichever technology was appropriate for the application, and Jack managed the As a consequence, the Warfare Vision Branch, systems evaluation activities. The FIR group which I had led, was combined with the FIR was rapidly assimilated and was imbued with Branch and Physics Research Branch to form the same esprit de corps as existed in the Warthe Night Vision Laboratory (NVL); and it was fare Vision Branch. Of special significance was transferred to ECOM and placed under my the consolidation of all systems developments management in combination with the CS&TA under Ed Sheehan. His group examined the Lab. Key to the success of this management military problem and selected the optimum decision was that the Night Vision Laboratory technological solution. This allowed the Labowas not physically moved but remained at Fort ratory to present a consolidated/coordinated Belvoir while the CS&TA Lab remained at Fort program of developments. They built many Monmouth. It was recognized that movement prototypes in house for evaluation. They accel-
of either would have caused personnel losses erated engineering developments. This set the that would seriously impact performance.
stage for the future.
I I
,. Table 5 ). ment), Department of Army Lab programs monitored at OCRD by another action officer who was not having any success.
I
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The standard Mohawk had a downward-looking 
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The Laboratory supported more than fourteen Vertically Integrated Program project managers plus those for Night Vision and SEA Ni rEOPS. In the 1970s, more than 40
There was an integrated, balanced program for percent of the systems development funding both the near and future (Table 9 ). There was came from them and other customers. The excitement, enthusiasm, fun, loyalty, and a l.aboratory had to be responsive and perform to galaxy of stars. meet s hedules.
The Laboratory never gave up its concern about There was followup with Laboratory people "concurrent engineering" even when the proassigned to the field: Europe, Korea, Vietnam, duction engineers were separated from it in and wherever else the action was. This closed-1957.
Ioop feedback provided realism and a sense of ownership and urgency that stimulated all to do Others recognized that our applied research was their best. The scientists and engineers were integral to our success, and we were able to hold i equally at home with the soldiers in the field, on to our 6.1 programs when the Army Rewith their compatriots in industry, and with search Office was formed in the late 1950s. We upper management because they understood the were used by General Besson, CG, AMC, and I whole picture. They were able to respond to Assistant Secretary (R&D) Hawkins as the emergencies such as Vietnam, Panama, and model Laboratory to overcome the Sherwin Plan Desert Storm. They came together to solve of the early 1960s when DoD proposed to split I problems. the Army Laboratories with 6.1 and 6.2 going into Institutes and 6.3 and 6.4 going into sysScientists and engineers in industry were treated tems organizations. MG Latta protected it from l as part of the team. They responded with equal decimation when it was transferred to ECOM, enthusiasm. Whenever we heard of a lead that and attempts were made to make it just another might be beneficial to our program, we immedi-ECOM laboratory by moving its 6.1 programs I ately made contact and either got that organizato the ECOM Institute of Exploratory Research tion under contract or kept them in coordination, and its 6.2 programs into the Electronic Components Laboratory. I hope that it can survive the
I
The Laboratory project engineers were activists latest attempt to destroy its unity by the proand provided leadership and constructive critiposed new Army Laboratory reorganization. cism in all areas. Staff meetings included all levels and ideas were critically analyzed with
Leaders from 1972 -1991 free technical exchange by all. People were recognized for their talents and performance, Due to time limitations, I have had to skip over not by their degrees or positions. Some of the many stars, particularly those that came after best leaders did not have advanced degrees.
1965. I only got to the beginning of the FIR
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Some were highly qualified technicians. All common modules. Some people should be views were examined, and the consensus singled out for special mention because they reached was supported by all. illustrated another strength. Leadership grew up 26 3 
